Abstract
Motivation
Active vision had emerged as a new paradigm [l, 91 which integrates vision with behaviour by having control over the camera parameters. In order to solve a vision task, an active vision system has the ability to actively scan the changing environment to extract necessary information. Only a portion of an image tenned the region of interest is processed to extract information. The process of locating the region of interest for high resolution processing is called foveation. Most of the current active vision systems have a uniform low resolution image and have control over the camera parameters, in this case zooming, to obtain high resolution data. Unfortunately, zooming results in a small viewing angle and requires more mechanical operations. I( is important to have a wide viewing angle as it covers a 1015-4651/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE Proceedings of ICPR '96 larger field of view allowing the search for regions of interest. Most of the current active vision systems either i) have one window which switches between a wide viewing angle looking for regions of interest and zoom in for high resolution small viewing angle processing; or ii) have two windows active at all times, one window for small viewing angle high resolution processing, and another window for wide viewing angle looking for regions of interest (motion detection). Alternatively, the implementation of space variant active vision systems in log polar space allows high resolution foveal viewing ,and an exponential decrease in resolution for simultaneous periphery viewing. In this paper, we address the use of tlhe log polar map in tracking single moving objects in complicated backgrounds and multiple objects tracking in simple binary images. The overall objectives of this paper an::
1. Apply the foveation method to develop a tracking system to actively track a moving object from frame to frame continuously in a complicated background.
2.
Apply the method to track multiple objects.
We have generated a simulated tracking system that uses the open loop stage developed in our foveation algorithm [6] . The tracking system tracks a moving object from frame to frame in an indoor scene. The object is tracked by considering the distance of the object with respect to the current foveation point or camera position. Gaussian noise is also added to the image to test the robustness of the algorithm.
For the multiple object tracking system, we divide the log polar map into four regions: guarded region, active region, passive region and semi-visible region. At any foveation, a search is carried out in the active region to decide which object to track in the next foveation. The competition among objects to be foveated next is based on i) size of objects; ii) number of pixels each object moved; and iii) distance of objects from the fovea. The winner is the object that scores the highest and exceeds a threshold value. In situations where there is no object that qualifies as the winner, the currently foveated object in the guarded region will be tracked.
Single Object Tracking
Single object tracking has been discussed in [4] for 3.9 x 104mm2/pixel resolution. In this paper, we extend the tracking system by reducing the resolution to 1.4 x 104mm2/pixel and adding Gaussian noise into the system to test its rokustness. Resolution is defined as the ratio of area?n mm where pixel is an area. For more information area In pixels on resolution for spatially variant sensors, refer to [ 3 ] .
The application we consider is proximity tracking [5] which is concerned with tracking the closest object. Initially, the moving object is found in the periphery of the image and the camera is moved to foveate on the object. To bootstrap, the moving object is detected by computing the difference between the images of the scene with and without the object. Then the camera is moved to foveate on the moving object. As the object moves, the camera position is updated to keep foveating by considering the closest interesting feature. This process of object motion and tracking iterates for as long as required.
We use the open loop stage in our foveation algorithm to track the moving object. Consider the example of a moving ball in a living room as shown in figure la. For the trivial example of a clean background, the tracking process is successful. However, problems occur when the ball passes near other features (such as the fire place) because the tracking system gets confused. We solved this problem by predicting the object motion in the normal fashion, i.e. it is assumed the ball moves in the same direction and has the same velocity as for the previous move.
In the experiment, initially, the camera is foveating on an arbitrary point in the living room scene as shown in figure la. Figure 2 shows some frames of a sequence of 160 frames generated by the tracking system. Three images are shown per frame. The left image in each row indicates the living room scene in Cartesian coordinates. The centre log polar image indicates the object after motion. The right image in each row shows the ball after tracking using the open loop foveation in log polar space. We only allow one iteration of open loop tracking since tracking does not required accurate foveation. Instead speed is more important so as to get near the object being tracked. Most of the pairs of lines in the closed loop image have a small foveation error. This is apparent as accurate foveation results in two horizontal lines at the fovea.
To test the robustness of the tracking algorithm, Gaussian noise of D = 5 is added to the log polar images in figure 3.
For comparison, figure 3 contains the same iteration as in figure 2 . It is apparent that the tracking system follows a different trajectory when noise is added. 
Multiple Objects Tracking
The tracking system that we have described above has been extended to multilple object tracking. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the multiple object tracking system. Initially, the log polar image is generated by using raytracing allowing very high resolution at the fovea and exponential decreasing resolution towards the periphery. This image is then analysed where every object in the image is labelled to distinguish one object from another. The decision on which object to foveate on is then carried out by considerling the size, distance and number of pixels moved by objects in two consecutive images in order to select the next object to foveate on (which can be the currently foveated object). After the decision has been made, the camera pan and tilt are computed and the camera moved in order to foveate on the object. This sequence of information acquisition and image processing is executed as long as required.
System Description

Log Polar Image Generation
Log polar images are generated in the experiment by using raytracing. By simulation, very high resolution images can be generated, i.e. that match the human foveal resolution which is not achievable: using currently available log polar sensors [2, 7, 81. With this ability, we are able to analyse retinal images. For example, the feature invariance characteristic of the log polar image requires high resolution [3]. The log polar image is divided into four regions: guarded region, active region, passive region and semi-visible region as shown in figure 6a in Cartesian space and figure 6b in log polar space.
The guarded region is of 4 pixels in radius (in Cartesian space). This is a small region athear the fovea. It is a safe The object to foveate on next has the highest score which is greater than a threshold value. In case there is no object that scored higher than the threshold value, and thus the currently foveated object will be continually foveated on.
To evaluate equation 1, we require two images, Ii and I,+1. From equation 1, the size and distance of the object in log polar space are obtained from image Ii+l. The number of pixels moved by each object is then computed in log polar space using:
region because at any instant, often the currently foveated object falls in this region. The second region is the active region of 97 pixels in radius (in Cartesian space) which is located in the periphery of the image. Computation is done at all times to check for any interesting event i.e. motion. For example, if there is a fast moving object, then that object may be foveated on next.
The passive region is a region that does not receive any attention. Objects that fall in this region are not significant (too small to be analysed in log polar space). For example, a small movement in this region is not apparent and hence will not be considered until the object has moved into the active region. The principal is that a big object, nearer to the fovea in log polar space is more significant than a small far away object. Log polar space in this case is suitable as it is of multi-resolution in that an object that is closer to the fovea looks bigger than an object further from the fovea.
The semi-visible region is so named because this region is partially shown up in Cartesian space and no processing is done in this region.
The idea of dividing the log polar image into four regions is that we only extract information in guarded and active regions. Since the motion is not apparent in the other two regions, it is not necessary to process those regions. In this way, we process less data in less time compared to processing the whole image.
Foveation Score Computation
In order to decide which object to foveate on, a scheme has been developed which considers the size, distance and number of pixels moved by objects in two consecutive images to decide which object to foveate on either from the active region or the guarded region. The foveation function, f ov,bj where D, and Dz+l are the distances from the fovea in log polar space for image I, and image I z + l respectively.
Before the evaluation of the number of pixels moved by objects, we need to know which object in image I , corresponds to which object in image 1,+1. In this case, we calculate the actual size of the object in Cartesian space. We could not determine the size of the object easily in log polar space as log polar space is multi-resolution, which means an object that is closer to the fovea becomes larger than a larger object that is far away from the fovea.
Experimental Results
In the experiments, there are four fast moving objects in the scene with different speed and sizes. The number and position of objects in the scene varies depending on the current camera position and field of view. Consider figure 7,
The foveation point is indicated by a '' + )' in all Cartesian space images. Three images are shown per frame. The left image in each row indicates the scene in Cartesian space. The centre log polar image indicates the scene before object tracking. The right image is obtained after tracking in log polar space. Initially, in the bootstrap condition, the closest object from the fovea is foveated as shown in figure 7b before foveation and figure 7c after foveation in log polar space. Computation is carried out to decide which object to foveate next based on equation 1. From frames 1 to 4, there is no object in the periphery that qualifies to be foveated on next and hence the camera keeps foveating on the currently foveated object. However, the foveation score for object 1 in frame 5 has exceeded the threshold value. By considering the number of pixels moved by the currently foveated object and the number of pixels moved by object 1, it is decided to foveate on object 1 from the periphery as shown in figure 7p in Cartesian space. We have shown that it is possible to implement a space variant active vision system in log polar space. The advantages of such a system is that we are able to obtain wide angle viewing and high resolution simultaneously which removes the necessity of camera zooming. Wide viewing angle is important for mchon detection in the periphery. This enables the establishment of interesting features and hence the camera can be made to foveate on interesting objects. Finally, we have presented a way of deciding which objects to foveate on based on (distance. size and the number of pixels travelled by objects in two consecutive images.
Conclusions
